Benchmark study of the structural and spectroscopic parameters of the hydroxymethyl peroxy (HOCH2OO) radical and its decomposition reaction to HO2 and H2CO The Journal of Chemical Physics 146, 144303144303 (2017) Spectroscopy of magnetic circular dichroism (MCD) provides enhanced information on molecular structure and a more reliable assignment of spectral bands than absorption alone. Theoretical modeling can significantly enhance the information obtained from experimental spectra. In the present study, the time dependent density functional theory is employed to model the lowest-energy benzene transitions, in particular to investigate the role of the Rydberg states and vibrational interference in spectral intensities. The effect of solvent is explored on model benzene-methane clusters. For the lowest-energy excitation, the vibrational sub-structure of absorption and MCD spectra is modeled within the harmonic approximation, providing a very good agreement with the experiment. The simulations demonstrate that the Rydberg states have a much stronger effect on the MCD intensities than on the absorption, and a very diffuse basis set must be used to obtain reliable results. The modeling also indicates that the Rydberg-like states and associated transitions may persist in solutions. Continuum-like solvent models are thus not suitable for their modeling; solvent-solute clusters appear to be more appropriate, providing they are large enough. Published by AIP Publishing.
I. INTRODUCTION
Magnetic circular dichroism (MCD) of aromatic compounds has been attracting attention because the spectra are very sensitive to the molecular structure and offer the possibility to identify degenerate excited electronic states. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] This also holds for the vibrational spectral region. 8 Unlike for plain absorption, MCD spectral bands can be both positive and negative, which often makes it possible to resolve overlapping electronic transitions.
For benzene, MCD is relatively well documented. Highquality spectra of the liquid phase date back to 1960s and 1970s 4, 9 when it was necessary to calibrate the Stephens' canonical MCD theory. 10, 11 Vapor spectra were published later, 12 same as the gas phase MCD measured using synchrotron radiation. 13, 14 The MCD spectroscopy thus tremendously facilitated the absorption studies aimed at the assignment of electronic transitions, as confirmed by subsequent computational works. 4, [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] A rich vibrational substructure of some electronic bands 13, 14, 20 appears to be a common feature of similar aromatic systems. 21 Early assignments of benzene electronic transitions were based on simplified models 4, 15 that failed to explain some spectral features. 9 Later, rigorous quantum-chemical approaches yielded better results, [16] [17] [18] 22, 23 although a sufficiently large basis set allowing for full spatial extent of the Rydberg states had to be used. It is worth noting that the Rydberg states are present throughout the entire spectrum; quantum numbers as high as n = 75 have been reported. 24 Interestingly, basis sets with incomplete diffuse functions gave worse transition a) Electronic address: bour@uochb.cas.cz energies than those lacking them altogether. 16 Very accurate transition energies, including Rydberg and double-excitation states, were obtained by the multireference Møller-Plesset perturbation (MRMP) method. 17 In larger systems including biologically relevant molecules the Rydberg states are omnipresent as well. 25 Yet for computational modeling to be feasible it is desirable to investigate computationally less demanding methods. Semiempirical models such as CNDO (complete neglect of differential overlap) cannot be readily used to describe the Rydberg states, 15 but the Rydberg parameters were incorporated into the Zerner's INDO/S (spectral extension of the intermediate neglect of differential overlap) method. 26 Nowadays, time-dependent density functional theory (TDDFT) represents a more reasonable compromise in computational speed and accuracy, as shown earlier for benzene and its transition energies. However, spectral shapes were not modeled and only a limited basis set was used. 19 In the present study, we analyze the performance of TDDFT in terms of its capability to reproduce the MCD intensities, including the lowest-energy Rydberg transitions. For simulations of the vibrationally split lowest-energy (nonRydberg) band, the "integrated approach" of Barone et al. 27, 28 that includes the differences in ground and excited state geometry and vibrational harmonic frequencies is used. We find testing of the theory important because while the TDDFT is increasingly used to interpret MCD spectra of a wide range of aromatic compounds [29] [30] [31] [32] and that the MCD technique is sensitive enough to identify them. Modern TDDFT implementations represent an efficient way of MCD intensity simulations. 33 In general, they follow the Stephens' MCD formalism, 10, 11 e.g., directly implemented within the response theory [34] [35] [36] [37] or via the complex polarization propagator. 38 Quite interesting is also the MCD implementation exploring real-time propagation of the TDDFT wave function. 39 We are using the sum over state (SOS) method 40 employing efficient TDDFT implementations 41 and making it possible to include a large number of excited electronic states.
TDDFT has sometimes been found to provide inaccurate energies of the Rydberg states, although the reasons vary and in some parameters the inaccuracy is not greater than for other states. [42] [43] [44] Charge-transfer corrections of simpler functionals often do not provide better results 45, 46 and approaches such as constrained-variational DFT thus may be more suitable. 47 Exact analyses have so far been confined to rather small systems, such as helium atom. 48 Specifically for benzene, we use the B3LYP 49 and CAM-B3LYP 50 functionals because their energies compare reasonably well with both high-level wavefunction computations and the experiment.
II. METHODS
Experimental MCD and absorption benzene spectra in nhexane solutions were obtained on a JASCO J-815 (Japan) spectrometer equipped with a permanent magnet (1.5 T). The spectra were measured in 1 cm and 1 mm quartz cells at 0.01M and 5 × 10 4 M concentrations, for the 185-220 nm and 220-300 nm spectral range, respectively. Scanning speed was set to 20 nm/min, temperature 20 • C, and accumulation time 4 s/point; averages of three scans are shown.
Benzene geometry was optimized at the B3LYP/6-311++G** level of theory, and TDDFT computations of electronic transition energies and intensities (also with other basis sets and functionals) were performed with the Gaussian program. 51 The GUVCDE program 40, 52 interfaced to Gaussian was employed to compute the MCD spectral intensities. The origin-independent "LORG" (localized orbital/local origin) sum over state formula 52 was used for the Faraday Bterm. Note, nevertheless, that the origin dependence is not a critical factor for molecules close to the coordinate origin. 52 The contribution of an n → j transition is (in atomic units)
The "electronic transition tensor" 32 T nj , or the "MCD tensor," can be written within the LORG formalism 52 as
µ nj,α = n| µ α |j is the α-coordinate of the transition dipole moment element, similarly for the magnetic dipole moment m and the gradient operator ∇, ε αβγ is the anti-symmetric tensor, E kn = E k E n is a difference of electronic energies, and N e is the number of electrons. Einstein summation convention is followed, i.e., Cartesian coordinate index occurring twice in a product is summed over. Degenerate electronic levels (Faraday A-terms) were also included, as a limit of close-lying states. 53 The Kaufmann's basis set optimized to represent Rydberg states 54 was placed at the center of benzene molecule; by default, orbitals up to the main quantum number (n) of 7 and the orbital quantum number (l) of 1 were taken. We indicate this by the letter "R," e.g., B3LYP/6-311++G**/R (or just B3LYP/R) calculation was performed with the standard 6-311++G** basis set augmented by the diffuse functions. An extended DFT integration grid of 350 radial and 974 Lebedev angular points was used. By default, 500 excited electronic states were considered. Although the MCD tensor depends on electronic states also outside the investigated spectral region, contribution of the higher-energetic states quickly diminishes. 35 For the B3LYP/6-311++G**/R calculation, the dependence of the spectrum on the number of the electronic states is shown in Figure S1 (supplementary material).
To study solvation effects, benzene was placed in a (26 Å) 3 cubic box filled with methane molecules to the density of liquid methane (0.656 g/ml). Methane was used as a model of non-polar solvents for its high hydrogen content; its addition increased the computational time less than solvents with similar chemical properties and with a higher ratio of heavy atoms. After an equilibration stage and 0.1 ns molecular dynamics (1 fs integration time, NVT ensemble, OPLSAA 55 force field) benzene/methane clusters were created by removing solvent molecules that were farther away than 6, 8, and 15 Å from benzene. Geometry of the cluster was partially optimized in vibrational normal modes coordinates 56 with the 300 cm 1 threshold for vibrational frequencies, 57 and subjected to TDDFT computations as for the free molecule. An analogous computation was performed in benzene placed in a cubic box of water (37.12 Å box size, OPLSAAL (benzene) and TIP3P 58 (water) force fields, 6 Å cluster size only). For water, however, the TDDFT computation provided unrealistic results because of the cluster surface effects; water excited states were interfering with those of benzene. A similar effect has been observed for smaller benzene-water clusters for the absorption spectra. 59 The B3LYP computation was not usable as calculated spectrum was dominated by water transitions, often centered at the surface of the cluster (cf. Figures S2 and S3 of the supplementary material). Thus results obtained at the CAM-B3LYP level that can be better related to benzene solutions in water are reported; for the other systems, no such problems with B3LYP were observed. For example, MCD and absorption benzene spectra generated by B3LYP and CAM-B3LYP are quite similar, except for a fairly systematic energy shift ( Figure S4 of the supplementary material; a newer ωB97X 60 functional is added for comparison, too).
Vibrational substructure of the lowest-energy (B 2u ) band 9 was modeled within the harmonic approximation for the electronic ground and excited state vibrational potentials, 61, 62 and expansions of the transition electric dipole moment 27 and MCD tensor 32 to the first order. The dipole moment derivatives were calculated by the Gaussian, and MCD tensor derivatives were obtained within the origin-independent SOS approach 40, 52 by the GUVCDE program. Following the convention of Barone et al., 27 the transition dipole moments and the MCD tensor were thus expanded as functions of the vibrational normal mode coordinates Q J of the electronic excited state,
where were calculated numerically. Then we had to modify Eq. (1) to obtain contributions from all transitions between vibrational states ν n of the electronic ground state and vibrational states ν j of the electronic excited state,
which could be calculated analytically within the harmonic approximation. As pointed out earlier, 63 this approach may not well describe some vibrational resonance phenomena, but otherwise it provides a very good basis for reproducing the MCD vibrational structure, including the Franck-Condon and Herzberg-Teller contributions. 32 Table I shows benzene transition energies obtained in the present study and elsewhere, computations and the experiment. Apparently, the B3LYP results reasonably well match energies previously computed with the HCTH (Hamprecht, Cohen, Tozer and Handy's) functional. 19 All approaches struggle to reproduce the ordering of the higher-energy transitions. Note that also the experiment may not be assigned reliably. 23 As expected, advanced wave function methods such as CCSD(T) 16 or MRMP 17 reproduce the experimental values better than TDDFT, at least in terms of the average error given at the last line of the table. Nevertheless, also the TDDFT approximation seems to well describe the overall character of benzene lowest-energy transitions, including the Rydberg states.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. TDDFT performance
(coupled clusters with single, double and partially triplet excitations), 22 CC2 (second order coupled cluster),
B. Basis set dependence
An extended basis set is obviously crucial to reproduce the Rydberg states. This is not quite clear from the calculated transition energies (Table I) where the basis set extension often exerts only a minor effect and is obscured by the inaccuracy of the theoretical methods. For example, augmenting the 6-311++G** basis set by the Kaufmann's Rydberg-optimized one shifts the B3LYP energy of the second transition only slightly (6.09 → 6.00 eV), and in fact away from the experimental value of 6.33 eV. The first and third "non-Rydberg" transitions are not at all affected by the basis set variations at the two digit precision.
On the other hand, absorption and MCD spectral intensities ( Fig. 1 ) are more dependent on the basis set size. The "non-Rydberg" 6-311++G** (174 basis functions) and augcc-pVTZ (414 b.f.) basis sets provide rather similar absorption shapes, although the latter basis set is much larger and qualitatively advanced, namely, containing f functions on carbon atoms. The MCD patterns differ mainly in the band around 180 nm, which is negative for 6-311++G** and positive for aug-cc-pVTZ. More substantial intensity change is caused by augmenting the basis set by the Kaufmann's diffuse functions. An extra absorption band appears at 185 nm, and the signal below 160 nm is split. We also see that the "(n = 7, l = 1)" functions (as related to the main and orbital quantum numbers, respectively 54 ) appear to be sufficient as further expansions to n = 9 or l = 2 ("d-orbitals") do not significantly change the absorption and MCD intensities in the investigated wavelength range. The last three computations with the Rydberg basis sets reproduce the measured intensities rather well (dashed line in Fig. 1 , only a part of the spectrum is accessible by the spectrometer), including the MCD sign. The computed positions of the absorption bands at 185 nm (∼6.71 eV, transition number 6, E 1u , in Table I ) and 192 nm (∼6.47 eV, transition number 4, A 2u ) are slightly shifted compared to the experimental values of 189 and 204 nm, respectively. The basis set dependence is consistent with the orbital analysis of the excited states. The spatial extent of the dominant orbitals (Table II, a Defined as a square root of the quadrupole moment, r = ϕ | r 2 |ϕ , in a.u., where ϕ is the dominant orbital, energies E in eV, for 10 lowest-energy transitions. Note that in some works the "spatial extent" may be defined differently, e.g., for the all-electron wavefunction. b B3LYP/R. c CAM-B3LYP/R. maximum of 66 bohrs for the 7th transition, which is impossible to model with the standard 6-311++G** or aug-cc-pVTZ basis set, where the most diffuse coefficients correspond to a typical distance of about 1-5 bohrs only (see the basis set structure at https://bse.pnl.gov/bse/portal). An example of Rydberg low-energy virtual p-orbitals is plotted in Fig. 2(A) , for isodensity of 0.002 a.u.
C. Solvent dependence
Experimental absorption and MCD spectra of benzene in the liquid phase and vapor are very similar, 12, 69, 70 suggesting that the Rydberg-like character of some transitions must be conserved in some way. Indeed, this is confirmed by the cluster models. As exemplified in Fig. 2 , the shapes of the diffuse virtual orbitals involved in the electronic transitions are quite similar in methane and vacuum. Large variations in orbital shapes occur in the benzene/water cluster, although also here the diffuse character of the orbitals is obvious as well (cf. Table II ). The outcome of the benzene/methane calculation without the diffuse basis set is very interesting, because the Rydberg benzene states could be modeled as well. Here, the solute electrons could be excited into the 3-21+G atomic orbitals of the solvent (Fig. 2(D) ).
The orbital extent (Table II , Fig. 2 ) may be somewhat misleading, because in the clusters the solvent shields the solute charge of the excited benzene molecule, which sometimes leads to very diffuse states. Nevertheless, the "survival" of the Rydberg excitations is visible also in the absorption and MCD spectra simulated for small (6 Å radius) and large (8 Å) benzene/methane clusters; these are plotted together with the vacuum results in Fig. 3 . Within 160-220 nm, in vacuum (left panel), the standard basis set fails to reproduce the strong MCD signal obtained with the diffuse basis set. On the contrary, the spectra simulated with and without the diffuse basis set become more similar in the clusters (middle and right panels). This is consistent with the orbital analysis (Fig. 2) suggesting that Rydberg-like orbitals may be formed from a solventcentered basis set. Below 160 nm, the results are obscured by the methane excited states. As expected, implicit polarizable continuum solvent models 71 with the standard basis set provided results almost identical to vacuum (not shown) and are thus not suitable for reliable modeling of MCD intensities that are due to the diffuse transitions.
D. Vibrational structure of the A 1g →B 2u transition
The lowest-energy transition does not have a Rydberg character, but is interesting because of its well-developed vibrational structure. In addition, it is nearly forbidden (the transition dipole moment is very small), and absorption and MCD intensities originate almost entirely in the vibrational motion. The first excited state was predicted to have a geometry with the same D 6h symmetry as the ground state; the bond lengths calculated at different levels are listed in Table III . The simulated (B3LYP/6-311++G**) and experimental MCD and absorption spectra are plotted in Fig. 4 . Overall, there is a very good agreement between the calculated and experimental spectral shapes, although the calculated absolute intensities are higher than in the experiment. A systematic error of 20.6 nm (∼0.4 eV) is acceptable and explicable by the FIG. 2 . Low-energy p-like Rydberg benzene orbitals calculated in vacuum (a), for 6 Å ((b) and (d)) and 8 Å (c) clusters with methane, and for a 6 Å water cluster (e). The B3LYP/R (CAM-B3LYP for water) level was used, with 3-21G basis set for the solvent, case D was computed at the B3LYP/6-311++G** (benzene)/3-21+G(methane) level, i.e., without the diffuse basis set.
imperfection of the B3LYP functional. The experimental absorption bands are nearly equidistant; the increment (6 nm ∼ 900 cm 1 ) approximately corresponds to the vibrational frequency of the breathing mode (number 12 in Fig. 4 ). Although combined with other modes, vibrational mode number 12 dominates the vibrational progression because its normal mode displacement very well connects the geometries of the ground and excited states (both symmetric). The 267 nm experimental band is not predicted.
In the wavenumber scale (cm 1 ), calculated and experimental positions of the most intense vibrational sub-bands of the A 1g → B 2u transition are listed in Table IV . A closer look at Figure 4 or Table IV reveals that in the longerwavelengths region the theoretical spacing between the major bands is larger than in the experiment. The opposite is true for shorter wavelengths. Fig. 4 ). The vibrational pattern is not too dependent on the approximation in the electronic calculation. In Fig. 5 , high-resolution absorption pattern calculated by two functionals is compared to a higher-resolution experiment. 20 A closer look, however, reveals that the B3LYP functional provides somewhat better relative intensities than CAM-B3LYP. Related to the CAM-B3LYP wavelength scale, within 205-22 nm and around 225 nm the CAM-B3LYP intensities are too weak, and intensities of the two weaker bands around 230 nm are similar for CAM-B3LYP, while an ∼2:1 ratio better corresponding to the experiment is obtained by B3LYP.
The basis set change (6-311++G** → aug-cc-pVTZ) has a much smaller effect than the functional variation. It is interesting to note that although the ground and excited states are symmetrical (A 1g ), a number of modes of different symmetries contribute to the absorption and MCD intensities as well, as indicated in Fig. 4 . All of them are polarized in the benzene plane. If we transform the MCD tensor to a vector t, t nj,α = ε αβγ T nj,βγ , then (see Eq. (4)) the MCD intensity B = Im ν n |µ nj |ν j • ν n |t nj |ν j , which is a similar expression to rotational strength describing the natural optical activity. Formally, the MCD vector takes the role of the transition magnetic dipole moment. In benzene, positive contributions to MCD bands are obtained when the transition dipole moment and the MCD vector are parallel, while anti-parallel cases give a negative signal. Finally, we point out that the calculation of the vibrational splitting helps to correct/aide the assignment of some bands and makes it possible to more objectively compare the experimental and theoretical results. For example, the vertical excitation energy of the first transition calculated at the B3LYP/6-311++G**/R level (5.39 eV, Table I) Table I , except MRMP.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
We have used a combined (TDDFT, MD, SOS, and vibrational) approach to better understand the MCD spectra of benzene as a model aromatic compound. The TDDFT computations of the Rydberg states required a large grid for numerical integration and revealed an interesting dependence of theoretical absorption and MCD spectral intensities on the diffuse character of the basis set. The relatively affordable TDDFT methodology also enabled a limited mimicking of the solvent environment by model clusters, which revealed, rather surprisingly, that the Rydberg-like excitations may persist also in solutions. The lowest-energy transition exhibits a clear vibrational structure, which could be modeled at the TDDFT level as well. Most of the observed MCD and absorption vibrational features could be explained at the harmonic approximation; the theory thus opens a way to study the potential energy surfaces of aromatic compounds, including their excited electronic states. Because of the ever increasing power of computational chemistry and high information contents of MCD spectra, the presented approach is likely to shed more light on structure and interactions of benzene and similar aromatic molecules.
SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL
See supplementary material for the dependence of MCD on the number of included states, functional, and details on the water cluster computations.
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